EUIPO - EU International IP Cooperation Newsletter

This monthly newsletter compiles information on the upcoming and last activities carried out by the EUIPO in the context of the EU-Funded IP projects implemented on behalf of the European Commission.

IP Key Projects

IPKey Latin America

Past activities

Sub-regional seminar on the Enforcement of IP Rights for Police Investigators and Prosecutors
Webinar on Plant Varieties Enforcement
Guadalajara International Book Fair
News: XXII Congress of ASIPI in Mexico City
News: European Union to be Guest of Honour at the FIL Guadalajara 2023
News: The European Patent Office presents Patent Knowledge Week 2023
Support for the modernization of the management processes of the industrial property office of El Salvador

IPKey South-East Asia

Past activities

Exchange of Best Practices on Enhanced Copyright Protection and New Digital Technologies
Conference on Trade Marks and Industrial Designs in the Digital World
South-East Asia IP Mediation Workshop
Seminar on Plant Variety Rights and UPOV 1991
Bilateral Workshops on the UPOV 1991 Act (Indonesia and Thailand)
Workshop on patents
examination: Medical Patents

Past activities

IP Key China at Fifth Dialogue on Administrative Protection of IPR of Foreign-Invested Enterprises

IP Key China continues support to EU-China cooperation and exchange activity on the protection of new plant varieties

2023 EU-China Exchange on IP for Prosecutors

Upcoming activities

13-14 Dec: Knowledge Exchange on Copyright and Related Rights Protection and Enforcement

Other International IP Cooperation Projects

AL-INVEST- VERDE IPR
Past activities
AL-INVEST Verde IPR and SEBRAE Join Forces for CATALISA 2023:

CARIPi
Past activities
Mentorship Programme:
Promoting Sustainable Innovation and Competitiveness

International Seminar ‘Adding Value to Local Crafts and Products through Intellectual Property Rights’

Workshop on the management and protection of intellectual property in the Chilean wine sector

AL-INVEST Verde IPR and SEBRAE support the Deep Tech Summit 2023

Upcoming activities

12 Dec: Virtual workshop on Licensing of Plant Varieties for public institutions and small and medium-sized companies

technical assistance meetings

Bahamas IP awareness training

IP in School Project: Train the Trainer Workshops

AFRIPI

Past activities

Angola joins DESIGNclass and extends the coverage of TMClass to the Harmonised Data Base (HDB)

AfriPI and OAPI strengthen the capacities of the national GI committees

Boosting Patent Examination Skills in Africa: Supported ARPET Training

Restitution workshop to facilitate the registration of GIs at the national level for OAPI countries: Mauritania

Unlocking intellectual property opportunities in Africa: a webinar for Italian SMEs

Technical support for the
development of the legal framework for GIs in ARIPO Member State – Final presentation at the administrative council

Protect your company's intellectual property rights in developing markets

ENRICH in Africa Congress 2023

Communications training on the ARIPO regional intellectual property rights system

Exploring IP enforcement and e-commerce in Nigeria and South Africa: Africa IP SME Helpdesk webinar series

Intellectual Property - A global perspective on how to acquire IPRs - Interactive session with the IP SME Helpdesks

Upcoming activities

11 -14 December: Support for the OAPI training programme for trade marks and design examiners and IP representatives on substantive examination

12 -14 December: Study Visit of Heads of IP Offices from ARIPO Member States

13 December: A guide to customs recordal in West Africa (OAPI)

18-20 December: Support for the setup and strengthening of collective management organisations in OAPI Member States

If you (or your institution) are interested in the implementation of these activities as experts please register in the Call of Expression of interest
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